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Eric Fisher might be the most promising thing
since the dulcet tones of Boston’s own Andrew

Cassels. He had already been drafted No. 1
overall, and no one could top the Kansas City
Chiefs offensive tackle. Then the knee injury

that cost him his entire rookie season
happened, and everyone saw how fragile the

entire thing was. Fisher played in Kansas City all
of 10 games over the 2014 and 2015 seasons,
and he made the Pro Bowl both years. But the

best, most promising thing is all about the
future. The knee injury cost him his rookie
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season, but all signs point to it being over for
good. He is expected to be ready for the 2016

season, so the only question is whether the
Chiefs keep him there, or trade him for a first-
rounder. At the very least, we know we’ll have
him for three seasons. The Chiefs already have
a Pro Bowler at left tackle in Eric Winston, and

they added right tackle Branden Albert over the
offseason in free agency. But Fisher is still

young and has a second year of experience to
learn from. He’s started 30 games over the past

two seasons, so he should be ready to be a
leading man in the Chiefs’ offensive line. There
is some concern about his athleticism, but that
is offset by an increased ability to understand

the game plan and all the intricacies of the
offense. He’s also much more athletic than

Winston, and he should be able to be a better
run blocker. Winston is a good all-around

lineman, but is much more of a finesse blocker.
It will be interesting to see Fisher’s overall
ability to pass block over the next three

seasons. If he’s more athletic, and a better run
blocker than Winston, that 6d1f23a050
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